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Piping and Instumentation Design

Nothing new (June 06)
comments from NIER:
   no backflow valves
how to avoid Rn?

Rn purification not shown here



Radon purification plant

activated charcoal

consensus: want a small unit for refilling, 
design needs optimization (valves,...) & integration into PID 



Cyrogenic Control Valves
what do we want? 
  - radon tight against 
    atmosphere, how?
  - open/close  or  
    linear flow regulator
  - cross section ?
  - vacuum insulated ?
  - metall or soft 
   (PCTFE, Vespel)  seat?
  - screwed or welded? 
 
what is available?
 - lots of valuable help 
      by G. Perinic, CERN
 - discussion with 
    Hardy & Grzegorzsoft seat gasket

Al-brass plug

bellow

cold box connection



Cyrogenic Control Valves Detail

bellow

moving up/down

Viton seal against atmosphere
should be replaced by metal seal

Viton seals, if bellow leaks (He)



Exhaust Gas Heating
Heater à la Icarus not possible:
 - 6 containers of h=5m, Ø=0.8m,
    filled with silicate half-spheres,
    electrically heated
 - in case no electric cooling of LAr,
 - for 700 Nm3/h LAr gas flow 
 - cost 150 kEuro
  
GERDA needs 8000 Nm3/h heater
only known option: water reservoir
1) external heat exchanger
   4 kg/s of LAr = 8600 Nm3/h 
  --> 22 kg/s water, Ø=0.8m, h=5m
  105 m2 heat exchanger surface
2) internal heat exchanger
    - same construction
    - 330 m of  Ø=0.1m pipe
3) pipes on outer surf. of water tank
    Ø=10m, h=3.3 m

example calcuation external heat exchanger



Current Design of Penthouse Gas System

LAr evaporatorGAr in

GAr out: needle valve and flow meter

(variable) flow of GAr for Rn purging will modify gas pressure of cryostat
-->  gas flow rate should be controlled by SPS of cryostat

LOCK



Tendering
What is needed for start of tendering:
   - feedback from NIER / LNGS concerning modifications of PID
   - finalize PID: 
         include Rn purification
         connection to penthouse gas system,
         location of LAr & LN2 storage tanks
         location of Rn purification, valves, ...
         specify  valves
         pipe diameters, ...
   - write tender document
   - buy material delivered by MPI

Start tender early next year (German wide tendering)

Exhaust gas heater is a separate project:
   - currently all (water) solutions 1-3 are dimensioned & conceptually designed
   - should decide early next year (?)


